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1: Upload videos - Computer - YouTube Help
www.enganchecubano.com is a completely free file sharing service, upload files without limits, securely & anonymously.
The simplest way to send large files, instantly. No signup required, just drag, drop & share.

More Info Uploading Files and Folders by Using Drag and Drop If you are using the Chrome or Firefox
browsers, you can choose the folders and files to upload, and then drag and drop them into the destination
bucket. Dragging and dropping is the only way that you can upload folders. In the Bucket name list, choose
the name of the bucket that you want to upload your folders or files to. In a window other than the console
window, select the files and folders that you want to upload. Then drag and drop your selections into the
console window that lists the objects in the destination bucket. The files you chose are listed in the Upload
dialog box. In the Upload dialog box, do one of the following: Drag and drop more files and folders to the
console window that displays the Upload dialog box. To add more files, you can also choose Add more files.
This option works only for files, not folders. To set permissions or properties for the files that you are
uploading, choose Next. Choose Add account to grant access to another AWS account. Granting public read
access is applicable to a small subset of use cases such as when buckets are used for websites. We recommend
that you do not change the default setting of Do not grant public read access to this object s. You can always
make changes to object permissions after you upload the object. On the Set Properties page, choose the storage
class and encryption method to use for the files that you are uploading. You can also add or modify metadata.
To encrypt the uploaded files using keys that are managed by Amazon S3, choose Amazon S3 master-key.
Note To encrypt objects in a bucket, you can use only keys that are available in the same AWS Region as the
bucket. Administrators of an external account that have usage permissions to an object protected by your AWS
KMS key can further restrict access by creating a resource-level IAM policy. Metadata for Amazon S3 objects
is represented by a name-value key-value pair. There are two kinds of metadata: If you want to add Amazon
S3 system-defined metadata to all of the objects you are uploading, for Header, select a header. Type a value
for the header, and then choose Save. For a list of system-defined metadata and information about whether you
can add the value, see System-Defined Metadata in the Amazon Simple Storage Service Developer Guide.
Any metadata starting with prefix x-amz-meta- is treated as user-defined metadata. User-defined metadata is
stored with the object, and is returned when you download the object. To add user-defined metadata to all of
the objects that you are uploading, type x-amz-meta- plus a custom metadata name in the Header field.
User-defined metadata can be as large as 2 KB. Object tagging gives you a way to categorize storage. Each tag
is a key-value pair. Key and tag values are case sensitive. You can have up to 10 tags per object. To add tags
to all of the objects that you are uploading, type a tag name in the Key field. Type a value for the tag, and then
choose Save. A tag key can be up to Unicode characters in length and tag values can be up to Unicode
characters in length. On the Upload review page, verify that your settings are correct, and then choose Upload.
To make changes, choose Previous. To see the progress of the upload, choose In progress at the bottom of the
browser window. To see a history of your uploads and other operations, choose Success. Uploading Files by
Pointing and Clicking This procedure explains how to upload files into an S3 bucket by choosing Upload. In
the Bucket name list, choose the name of the bucket that you want to upload your files to. In the Upload dialog
box, choose Add files. Choose one or more files to upload, and then choose Open. After you see the files that
you chose listed in the Upload dialog box, do one of the following: To add more files, choose Add more files.
To immediately upload the listed files, choose Upload.
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2: www.enganchecubano.com Upload Files
Free File Hosting and online file storage expert. File Hosting, online file storage, Music File Hosting, Video File Hosting.

Recall that the SectionLevelTutorialListing. Therefore, add this User Control to Default. The menu on the left
now includes items for the Working with Binary Data tutorials. Deciding Where to Store the Binary Data
Binary data that is associated with the application s data model can be stored in one of two places: Each
approach has its own set of pros and cons and merits a more detailed discussion. One option would be to store
these image files on the web server s file system and record the path in the Products table. With this approach,
we d add an ImagePath column to the Products table of type varchar , perhaps. That is, if the web site is rooted
at the physical path C: After uploading the image file, we d update the Chai record in the Products table so that
its ImagePath column referenced the path of the new image. The main advantages of storing the binary data on
the file system are: Additionally, in order for a user to view or download binary data they must be presented
with a URL to that data. If the data resides on the web server s file system, the URL is straightforward. If the
data is stored in the database, however, a web page needs to be created that will retrieve and return the data
from the database. Wider access to the binary data the binary data may need to be accessible to other services
or applications, ones that cannot pull the data from the database. For example, the images associated with each
product might also need to be available to users through FTP , in which case we d want to store the binary data
on the file system. Performance if the binary data is stored on the file system, the demand and network
congestion between the database server and web server will be less than if the binary data is stored directly
within the database. The main disadvantage of storing binary data on the file system is that it decouples the
data from the database. If a record is deleted from the Products table, the associated file on the web server s
file system is not automatically deleted. We must write extra code to delete the file or the file system will
become cluttered with unused, orphaned files. Furthermore, when backing up the database, we must make sure
to make backups of the associated binary data on the file system, as well. Moving the database to another site
or server poses similar challenges. Alternatively, binary data can be stored directly in a Microsoft SQL Server
database by creating a column of type varbinary. Like with other variable length data types, you can specify a
maximum length of the binary data that can be held in this column. For example, to reserve at most 5, bytes
use varbinary ; varbinary MAX allows for the maximum storage size, about 2 GB. The main advantage of
storing binary data directly in the database is the tight coupling between the binary data and the database
record. This greatly simplifies database administration tasks, like backups or moving the database to a
different site or server. Also, deleting a record automatically deletes the corresponding binary data. There are
also more subtle benefits of storing the binary data in the database. To store up to 2 GB of binary data the
image data type needs to be used instead. It s still supported for backwards compatibility, but Microsoft has
announced that the image data type will be removed in a future version of SQL Server. If you are working
with an older data model you may see the image data type. The Northwind database s Categories table has a
Picture column that can be used to store the binary data of an image file for the category. The Categories table
already has a Picture column for storing the binary content of an image for the category. In addition to these
fields, we need to add a new one that will point to the category s brochure if one exists. To add this column, go
to the Server Explorer, drill down into the Tables, right-click on the Categories table and choose Open Table
Definition see Figure 5. The TableAdapters are responsible for communicating with the database and
populating the business objects with the query results. The main query is what is used by the auto-generated
Insert and Update methods. Also uses a subquery to return the number of products associated with each
category. Notice that none of these queries return the Categories table s Picture or BrochurePath columns; nor
does the CategoriesDataTable provide DataColumn s for these fields. In order to work with the Picture and
BrochurePath properties, we need to first add them to the CategoriesDataTable and then update the
CategoriesTableAdapter class to return these columns. Right-click on the CategoriesDataTable s header, select
Add from the context menu and then choose the Column option. Rename this column to Picture. Byte[] this is
not an option in the drop-down list; you need to type it in. We could have both of these column values
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returned in the main TableAdapter query, but this would bring back the binary data every time the
GetCategories method was invoked. Instead, let s update the main TableAdapter query to bring back
BrochurePath and create an additional data retrieval method that returns a particular category s Picture
column. To update the main TableAdapter query, right-click on the CategoriesTableAdapter s header and
choose the Configure option from the context menu. This brings up the Table Adapter Configuration Wizard,
which we ve seen in a number of past tutorials. Update the query to bring back the BrochurePath and click
Finish. However, it also updated the column list in the GetCategoriesAndNumberOfProducts method,
removing the subquery that returns the number of products for each category! The first step of this wizard asks
us if we want to query data using an ad-hoc SQL statement, a new stored procedure, or an existing one. Click
Finish to complete the wizard. Choose the Names for the TableAdapter s Methods Click to view full-size
image Note After completing the Table Adapter Query Configuration Wizard you may see a dialog box
informing you that the new command text returns data with schema different from the schema of the main
query. In short, the wizard is noting that the TableAdapter s main query GetCategories returns a different
schema than the one we just created. But this is what we want, so you can disregard this message. You will
have to manually update the column list to return the Picture column, similar to what we did with the
GetCategoriesAndNumberOfProducts method earlier in this step. Add the following method to the
CategoriesBLL class: Select, false ] public Northwind. Uploading a File From the Client to the Web Server
When collecting binary data, oftentimes this data is supplied by an end user. To capture this information, the
user needs to be able to upload a file from their computer to the web server. The uploaded data then needs to
be integrated with the data model, which may mean saving the file to the web server s file system and adding a
path to the file in the database, or writing the binary contents directly into the database. Clicking the Browse
button brings up a dialog box from which the user can select a file. When the form is posted back, the selected
file s contents are sent along with the postback. On the server-side, information about the uploaded file is
accessible through the FileUpload control s properties. To demonstrate uploading files, open the FileUpload.
Note that clicking the Browse button brings up a file selection dialog box, allowing the user to pick a file from
their computer. Once a file has been selected, clicking the Upload Selected File button causes a postback that
sends the selected file s binary content to the web server. The User Can Select a File to Upload from their
Computer to the Server Click to view full-size image On postback, the uploaded file can be saved to the file
system or its binary data can be worked with directly through a Stream. Start by adding the Brochures folder
to the site as a subfolder of the root directory. Next, create an event handler for the UploadButton s Click
event and add the following code: For instance, the HasFile property indicates whether a file was uploaded by
the user, while the FileBytes property provides access to the uploaded binary data as an array of bytes. The
Click event handler starts by ensuring that a file has been uploaded. If a file has been uploaded, the Label
shows the name of the uploaded file, its size in bytes, and its content-type. Note To ensure that the user
uploads a file you can check the HasFile property and display a warning if it s false, or you may use the
RequiredFieldValidator control instead. MapPath virtPath method takes a virtual path and returns its
corresponding physical path. MapPath for more information on virtual and physical paths and using Server.
After completing the Click event handler, take a moment to test out the page in a browser. Click the Browse
button and select a file from your hard drive and then click the Upload Selected File button. After uploading
the file, return to Visual Studio and click the Refresh button in the Solution Explorer. First, there s the issue of
security. To save a file to the file system, the security context under which the ASP. NET page is executing
must have Write permissions. Another challenge of saving files to the file system revolves around naming the
files. If User A uploads a brochure with the name Brochure. But what if sometime later User B uploads a
different brochure file that happens to have the same filename Brochure. With the code we have now, User A s
file will be overwritten with User B s upload. There are a number of techniques for resolving file name
conflicts. One option is to prohibit uploading a file if there already exists one with the same name. With this
approach, when User B attempts to upload a file named Brochure. Another approach is to save the file using a
unique file name, which could be a globally unique identifier GUID or the value from the corresponding
database record s primary key column s assuming that the upload is associated with a particular row in the data
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model. Working with very large amounts of binary data files that are several megabytes or larger introduces
new challenges that are beyond the scope of these tutorials. For example, by default ASP. IIS imposes its own
file upload size limitations, too. Furthermore, the time taken to upload large files might exceed the default
seconds ASP. NET will wait for a request. There are also memory and performance issues that arise when
working with large files. The FileUpload control is impractical for large file uploads. As the file s contents are
being posted to the server, the end user must patiently wait without any confirmation that their upload is
progressing. This is not so much an issue when dealing with smaller files that can be uploaded in a few
seconds, but can be an issue when dealing with larger files that may take minutes to upload. There are a
variety of third-party file upload controls that are better suited for handling large uploads and many of these
vendors provide progress indicators and ActiveX upload managers that present a much more polished user
experience.
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3: Upload Files - SaberCat File Hosting
Upload files and folders to Google Drive You can upload, view, share, and edit files with Google Drive. When you upload
a file to Google Drive, it will take up space in your Drive, even if you upload to a folder owned by someone else.

Get support Upload videos You can upload videos to YouTube in a few easy steps. Use the instructions below
to upload your videos from a computer or from a mobile device. Upload videos At the top of the page, click
Upload. Before you start uploading the video, you can choose the video privacy settings. You can also import
a video from Google Photos. As the video is uploading, you can edit both the basic information and the
advanced settings of the video and decide if you want to notify subscribers if you uncheck this option, no
communication will be shared with your subscribers. Partners will also be able to adjust their Monetization
settings. You can have a title up to characters and a description up to 5, characters. Click Publish to finish
uploading a public video to YouTube. If you set the video privacy setting to Private or Unlisted, just click
Done to finish the upload or click Share to privately share your video. You can always publish your video at a
later time in your Video Manager. Once the upload is completed we will send you an email to notify you that
your video is done uploading and processing. You can then forward that email to friends or family for easy
sharing. If you prefer not to receive notification, you can opt out by visiting your email settings. After you
publish a video, YouTube automatically changes the player to fit the video size. Follow the steps to publish
your video. When you publish your video, YouTube will determine the best way to display the content.
Whether the video is vertical, square, or horizontal, the video will fit the screen. For the best viewing
experience on all devices, follow the steps above. The player automatically adjusts to the video on the
YouTube mobile app and desktop. If you want to make a video public with a specific date on the watch page,
make sure that your video is uploaded or scheduled to go public for that date in Pacific Standard Time. You
may see a different publishing date on the watch page than the one you see in your Video Manager if you:
Was this article helpful? How can we improve it?
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4: Upload files and folders to Google Drive - Computer - Google Drive Help
Upload multiple files at once and keep them forever on this site. If you're using FireFox or Chrome, you can simply drag
& drop your files to begin uploading. Share your files with everyone!

Upload photos and files to OneDrive Upload photos and files to OneDrive You can add files to OneDrive in
many different ways and then get to them from anywhere. Using the OneDrive website Depending on the web
browser you use, you can upload files up to 20 GB in size. On the OneDrive website sign in with your
Microsoft account, and then browse to the location where you want to add the files. Select the files you want
to upload, and then select Open. You can also drag files from File Explorer straight to your files on the
OneDrive website. In the Google Chrome or Microsoft Edge browser, you can also upload folders from the
Folder option on the Upload menu, or drag folders to the website. Learn ways to organize and find photos in
OneDrive. Using File Explorer to copy or move files to OneDrive You can copy or move files between folders
within OneDrive, or from other folders on your computer. Drag files from the file list in the right pane to
OneDrive in the left pane. This means you can access those files from any device that can connect to the
Internet, and they are protected in case your computer is ever damaged. You can change your default save
setting anytime. Learn how to set where your files are saved or move your files to OneDrive. Files you add to
OneDrive this way can be up to 20 GB in size. To make sure your PC is set up to save automatically, check
your OneDrive settings. Swipe in from the right edge of the screen, tap Settings, and then tap Change PC
settings. For photos, select Camera roll, and then choose Upload photos at good quality, or for higher
resolution copies, choose Upload photos at best quality. Browse to the files you want to move, and then swipe
down on them or right-click them to select them. Swipe in from the top or bottom edge of the screen or
right-click to open the app commands, and then select Paste. Files you upload using the desktop app can be up
to 20 GB in size. To learn how, see:
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5: How Do I Upload Files and Folders to an S3 Bucket? - Amazon Simple Storage Service
If you have Windows 7, Windows Vista, or a Mac, you can install the free OneDrive desktop app to upload files and
folders to OneDrive automatically. Files you upload using the desktop app can be up to 20 GB in size.

Summary Introduction Most Web applications involve file transfers between the client and the server. On the
CodeNotes site, users can download the source code contained in various CodeNotes books, and
administrators can add articles stored as XML files to the site for viewing by clients. NET features that are not
present in Java. File Downloading in Java File downloading in Java requires you to write code to send the file
to the user byte-by-byte through the HttpServletResponse object. In addition to sending the file, you must also
change the http content type and http header to indicate the type and name of the file that the client will be
downloading. The following example is a common practice of file downloading in a JSP page. First, we use
the response. Second, we set the Content-Disposition http header to provide the default filename of myFile.
Third, we open the file and add its contents, byte-by-byte, to the response page using the out. When the client
is transferred to a JSP page containing the code in Listing 1 they will be presented with the File Download
dialog for their browser and be prompted whether or not they wish to save or open myFile. On the CodeNotes
site, we used the Struts library to control the uploading of files by the client. Specifically, we used a FormFile
and a FormBean to control file uploading. An ActionForm bean containing a single FormFile object package
com. Two changes must be made to the struts-config. Second, we have to associate the FormBean with a struts
action. In this example, we will associate the FormBean with the UploadAction class, which we will partially
define near the end of this section. Associating a FormBean with an action in the struts-config. Because of the
form-bean element that we added at the beginning of the struts-config. The alternative value for scope is
request, which will only retain values for the bean during the individual client request. Once the FormBean
has been associated with an action, we need to use the Struts html tag library in our JSP page in order to have
the struts engine update the FormBean. A sample form using the UploadedFileForm is shown in Listing 4.
Now in our UploadAction class, we can use the FormBean to retrieve information from the file uploaded to
the form in Listing 4. However, as shown in Listing 5 we must first cast the form parameter to an
UploadedFileForm in the execute method of the UploadAction class. The Struts FormFile class allows you to
perform various functions to retrieve information from the uploaded file through methods such as: NET page
will be very close to being functionally equivalent. NET code shown in Listing 6. FileInfo filename ; System.
The bolded line in Listing 6 needed to be changed from Response. Write i to Response. This is because we are
transferring text files for download and without casting to a char, the downloaded file was containing the
ASCII codes for the characters as opposed to the characters themselves. Even if you are not making text files
available for download, you may have to change the way the file is written byte-by-byte, so it is important that
you test your file upload application for each possible file that may be downloaded. NET code is shown in
Listing 7. Depending on your third-party software, you may also have to redesign portions of your site.
Because we can no longer use Struts in the. NET version of the CodeNotes site, we not only had to replace the
FormFile-related code, we also had to redesign the way the HTML form was processed, replacing the Struts
code that automatically updated the form. However, as we will soon discuss, the HttpRequest class makes it
very easy to retrieve uploaded files and the HttpPostedFile class provides all the functionality we required of
the FormFile class, so the changes that were required were neither difficult nor lengthy to implement. NET is
straightforward and does not require you to copy the file byte-by-byte to the response page, although, as
shown in Listing 7, byte-by-byte transfer is still possible if you require the contents of the file to be changed at
run-time. Not having to copy the file byte-by-byte will eliminate the casting problems we encountered in the
JLCA Conversion of File Download section. You must still set the http content type to indicate the file is for
downloading, but instead of transferring the file byte-by-byte, you can simply call the HttpResponse.
WriteFile method to transfer the file as shown in Listing 8. Downloading a file in ASP. Second, the
Content-Disposition header is set to indicate an attachment and the default file name. However, unlike Listing
1 in the third step, the file is not sent byte-by-byte, but instead a single line sends the file contents. NET is
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very straightforward. You have to add the File Field html server control to your Web form. Listing 9 shows a
sample form that accepts a single file from the user and a button to submit the form. All uploaded files for the
current request are stored in the HttpRequest. Unlike the FormFile class, the HttpPostedFile class also contains
a SaveAs method which stores the file on your server with the given file name. Listing 10 contains an example
of how to use the HttpPostedFile class to save an uploaded file to disk using the original file name. NET page
or any other code that will be executed after the form has been submitted, but before the next ASP. NET page
is displayed. However, the process for uploading a file may be totally different, especially if you are using
Struts on the JSP side. NET has a built-in control specifically for uploading files that replaces the Struts
functionality. NET feature is faster, easier and better than trying to make a conversion work properly.
6: Downloading and Uploading Files
Upload hundreds or even thousands of files at once through any web browser or with our handy apps for Android,
BlackBerry, Windows, iPhone, or iPad. Organize with ease Make it easy to find your documents and files by using
MediaFire's powerful, yet easy-to-use file manager.

7: Free File Hosting - Online Storage; Upload Mp3, Videos, Music. Backup Files
Upload files and folders to OneDrive, so you can get to them from anywhere, on almost any device. Select the file or
files you want to upload. Select Open. Note: You can also upload files by opening File Explorer, selecting the files you
want to upload, and dragging them to OneDrive for Business.

8: PHP 5 File Upload
How to Upload Files to an Ftp Server. In this Article: On Windows On Mac Using a Desktop FTP Client On iPhone On
Android Community Q&A This wikiHow teaches you how to upload a file from your computer to a File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) server.

9: Free large file hosting. Send big files the easy way!
WeTransfer is the simplest way to send your files around the world. Share large files up to 2GB for free.
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